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Let Jc, . k, ,..., k, be given integers, 1 < k, < k, < ... < k, , and let S be the 
set of vectors x = (x1 ,..., x,) with integral coefficients satisfying 0 < xi < ki , 
i = 1, 2, 3,..., n. A subset H of S is an antichain (or Spevner family or clutter.) 
if and only if for each pair of distinct vectors x and y  in H the inequalities xi < yi , 
i = 1, Z,..., it, do not all hold. Let 1 H 1 denote the number of vectors in H, let 
K = k, + k, + 1.. + k, and for 0 < I < K let (Z)H denote the subset of H 
consisting of vectors h = (h, , hz ,...$ h,) which satisfy h, + hz f  ... + h, = 1. 
In this paper we show that if H is an antichain in S, then there exists an antichain 
H’ in S for which j (1)H’ j = 0 if I < K/2, / (K/2)H’ = i (Kj’2)H I if K is even and 
) (I)H’ 1 = I (1)H; + ( (K - l)H j if I > K/2. 
I. THE RESULT 
Let k, , k, ,..., k, be given integers, 1 < k, < k, < 1.. < k,, , and let S 
be the set of all vectors x = (x1, x2 ,..., x,) having integral coefficients 
satisfying 0 < xi < ki i i = I, 2,..., n. Define x C y if and only if xi < yi , 
i = 1, 2,..., 17, and call a subset H of S an antichain if and only if x C y 
holds for no two distinct elements of H. Let / H j denote the number of 
vectors in H, let K = k, + kz t .~.+k,,andforO<I<Klet(I)Hdenote 
the subset of H consisting of vectors h = (h, , h, ,..., h,) whjch satisfy 
h, + I?, + ... + h, = 1. The numbers p1 = /(Z) H i, 1 = 0, 1, 2,.,., K are 
called the parameters of H. The object of this note is to prove: 
THEOREM. If there exists m antichain H in S having pavameteFs 
p0 , p1 ,..., prc then there also exists an antichain H’ in S having parameters 
PI’ = 0, if 1 ( K/2, 
PlKiz = PKIZ > if K is even, 
and Pi’ = PI + PL-I > if l>K/2. 
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The k, = k, = *.. = k, = 1 special case of this theorem was conjectured 
by Kleitman and Mimer [5, p. 1471 and was proved by Daykin, Godfrey, 
and Hilton [4, Theorem 1, p. 2451. Their proof inspired ours. 
2. THE PROOF 
For x E 5’ define 
rx = {(x1 - 1, x2 )...) x,), (x1 ) x2 - 1, x3 ,..., XJ,..., (x1 , x2 >..., x?z - 1)) n s 
and 
rH = t) rh; 
hEH 
also understand P o to be m, the empty set. We order the vectors in S 
lexicographically by defining x < y if and only if xi < yi for the smallest 
integer i such that xi # yi . For a subset H of S, we use F(p, H) to denote the 
lexicographically first p elements of H. We assume K to be even; the proof 
in case K is odd is similar. 
Now let an antichain H having parameters p. , p1 ,..., pK be given and let i 
be the largest integer for which 
P(K/2)+i +P(Kl2)-i > 0. 
If i = 0, H itself serves as H’. Assuming the theorem is correct for 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., j - 1, where j < K/2, we consider the i = j case. H can be 
replaced by an antichain HI having the same parameters as H and satisfying 
[2, p. 1251. (Lfp(K,,)+j happens to be 0, HI may be taken to be If.) Let 
H2 = 0% - F(P(KI~)+~~ ((K/2) -tj>s)) U ~F(PcKI~)+~~ ((K/2) +j>s>. 
Since HI is an antichain, H2 is also an antichain. Next let H3 == cH, , where 
cH is defined by cH = CJhsH ch, c(h, , h, ,.,., h,) = (kl - h, , k, - h, ,..., 
k, - hn). Now replace the antichain H3 by an antichain H4 having the same 
parameters as H3 and satisfying 
and let 
(W/XJ +.i> fh = F(P(KIW > W.9 + i) 8, 
H” = (4 - F(P(K,w > KG9 +.i> 9) ” ~F(P(K/w : (W/2> + .i) 9. 
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The parameters of the antichain H” are 
p; = 0, for Z<(K/2)-j+I, 
and 
Pk/a)--j+l = P(K/Z)f~-1 + I ~F(Pm2)+~ 7 ((K/2) +&a Ql 
Pi = PK-z , for (K/2)-j+l <1<(K/2)fj- 1, 
PklZh-j-1 = Pomb--1+1 + I ~F(Pm*)--i 9 ((K/2) “i-8 w 
p; = 0, for 2>(K/2)+j--1. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to H” gives an antichain H” with param- 
eters 
PT = PLf, for Z#(K/2)+j-1, l + (K/2) + j, 
P?K/Z)+M = P(K/z)+j--1 + P(K/?b-i+l 
+ I mPm)+j > ((K/2) +A 9 + I ~WPmLi 9 ((K/2) +A m 
and 
Pj;;i/Zhi = 0. 
As above, we may assume 
(W/2) f j - 1) fP = F(P&,~)+~-~ , ((K/2) + j - 1) S). 
The function / IYF(., ((K/2) +j) S)l ’ k IS nown to be subadditive [3]; that is, 
N = I mPm+~ + P(K/Pb--i > KN4 t-3 S)l 
G I ~F(Pw+~ , ((K/2) -I-j) 91 + / rF(pkizh, ((K/2) + A s)i = M. 
Also [l, Lemma 31 for any integer Y satisfying 0 < Y < j((K/2) + j) 5’ /, 
WY, W2) i-j) S> = FCl Wr, KG9 +A S)l, (672) + j - 1) 8; 
that is, r applied to the first several elements of ((K/2) + j) S is the first 
several elements of ((K/2) + j - 1) S. Hence 
rF(PkI2)I-j -I- P&/2)-j 9 W2) +A a c mf, W2) + j - 1) 0 
From this it follows that 
H’ = (H” - F(A4, ((K/2) + j - 1) 9 ” F(PwL)+j + PLY/z)-i 9 ((K/2) + “d s> 
is an antichain, and, in view of what the parameters of H” are, H’ is seen 
to have the required parameters pi, 1 = 0, I,..., K. 
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